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On November 12, 2003, the final
round of the Judge Luther M. Swygert
Moot Court Competition took place in
Duesenberg Recital Hal1 of the Valparaiso
University Center for the Arts building on
the main campus.
The team of Leah Mabery {3L)
and Rod Phares (2L), respondents, cap! tured the titJe this year while the team of
I Ghislaine Storr (2L) and Jonathan Pasky
' (2L)~ petitioners, provided exceptional
arguments in their effort. Jonathan Pasky
won the honor of Best Oralist in the final
; round; Beth Garrison was given the award
for the Best Brief.
Judge Diane Wood ofthe 7th Circuit Court of Appeals questions ornlist Jonathan Pasky, (2L)y as he presents tbe
Moot Court Society members
petitioner's case in the 15th Annual Luther M. Swygert Memorjal Moot Court Competition.
received the competition topic in
that impose restrictions on coordinated
September and have since been preparing Wednesday night's competition.
Competition organizers once again expenditures and electioneering communibriefs and arguments for the competition.
Preliminary rounds of the competition used Vanderbilt University's Moot Court cations. The team of Maberry and Phares
narrowed the field to sixteen on Oct. Competition problem for this year's chal- responded by defending the respondents'
22. Quarter-Finals were decided on Oct. lenge. Petitioners Storr and Pasky were political television ads which closely
27 and the Semi-Finals two days later teamed together to present the position of embraced environmental causes and, in
on· Oct. 29. The finalists then spent the the Federal Election Commission, arguing effect, political candidacy~ arguing First
past two weeks fine tuning their craft for that respondents violated election statutes

VUSL launches first-ever campaign for $10 million
VALPARAISO - A $10 million cam- . to establish endowment funds to support
paign to support the Valparaiso University teaching and research, $2.5 million to
School of Law was launched by the endow student scholarships, $2.5 milJion for
University's Board of Directors at its fall facility improvements and $2 miJHon to supmeeting at the same time they heard that port new academic programs in the school,
nearly $7 million already has been given or which is celebrating the 125th anniversary
of its founding.
pledged to the effort.
Chicago attorney Herbert Stride, who
Stride said VUSL alumni have volunearned his undergraduate and law degrees at teered for a variety of leadership positions
VU and has served on its Board of Directors in the campaign while also making sigsince 1983, is heading the •'Building nificant financial contributions. Lead gifts
Connections'' campaign along with Glenn of $1 million or more have been received
Vician ('77) of.Merrillville.
from Richard and Phyllis Duesenberg of
He said that the campaign, which will St. Louis, Stride, and Michael and Dianne
end in June 2005, has goals of $3 million Swygert of St. Petersburg, Fla., to create

endowment funds to sup.Port faculty positions and faculty research.
Gifts designated for facilities wil I support improvements to Wesemann Hall and
to Heritage Hall, the historic 130-year-old
building housing the law clinic. Among
areas to be addressed are the law library
and upgraded technology. Vician said he is
confident that VUSL alumni will support the
campaign, which is the first comprehensive
campaign in school history. '•Many of us
have benefited over the years from Valpo 's
blend of legal scholarship with core values
and ethics/' he said.
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News
OPINION POLL
VUSL tackles the
sinoking issue

ing-and about banning it.
A total of I 03 people responded
to our survey. 21.4o/o of the people who
replied admitted to smoking even if just
at the bars, falling in line with the national

By Tara Wozniak & Timothy
Emerick

44% answering in the affirmative and 53%
saying no.
Nex~ we posed the question whether
smoking bans are constitutional. The
results were close here too, with 50%

Yes

43.70Jo

Staff Reporters

The recent proliferation of government implemented smoking bans
has spa\\'ned lawsuit after lawsuit from
Kentucky to New York, to California to
West Virginia. And not only are municipal
governments banning smoking in bars and
restaurants, but no~ Los Angeles wants
the butts offthe beaches, as well.
With all these lawsuits from sea to
shining sea-The Forum was curious to
see how our Valparaiso University School
of Law community feels about smok-

Yes
53.10fo

average of 22.3%. When asked the question whether VUSL should be smoke-free,
the results were tight with approximately

Voted 1\fost
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(219) -4 64-9167

answering yes, 40% answering no, and
1Oo/o unsure. One person responded, Hit
should be constitutional for the government to ban smoking on private property
open to the public due to the health risks
to patrons and employees." Still, another
student suggested that bans are unconstitutional when "[the] activity is legal and
accommodations have been made for those
who do not want to partake ... "
When asked whether a smoking ban
would affect patronage to bars or restaurants, 43% of respondents said it would
increase their patronage, while 44% said
a smoking ban would have no affect at
all. Interestingly, almost 14% of smokers
responded that a smoking ban would actually increase their patronage to bars and
restaurants.
Final1y, an overwhelming 85% of
respondents approve of VUSL's smoking ban in front of VUSL during day I ight
hours. However, one student commented
that it was ironic the school banned smoking in front of the building, but left the
"smoker's outpost and bench." Another
student reported that the ban "doesn~t work
very well since some smokers refuse to
honor it and it is virtually unenforceable."
Unsurprisingly~ a majority of nonsmokers believe smoking bans are constitutional, while a majority of smokers
believe they are unconstitutional. One
thing is certain though--the smoke won't
be out for a while.
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News
Forum:
Smoking Bans

125 Years of
Heritage

By Rob Sayas
By Tara Wozniak

Contributor

Staff Reporter

The recent debate over the proposed
smoking ban for restaurants and bars has
centered on smokers' and non-smokers'
rights, but neither is the central issue.
Smokers do not have a right to smoke in
a restaurant; likewise, non-smokers do not
have a right to a smoke-free atmosphere
in a restaurant. That decision, and right~
belongs to the restaurant owner, because it
is his or her property.
The restaurants and bars are owned
by private citizens, not by the local, state,
or federal government. With few exceptions, private owners should be free to
make decisions concerning their own
establishments.
Furthermore, where do we stop?
Should the government order the restaurant to serve Italian instead of Mexican
food in the name of benefiting the community? Perhaps it should dictate who should
be hired, at how much, and the restaurant's
operating hours.
It is ironic that our free market,
capitalist system is already solving this
"problem," making this trampling of property rights unnecessary and all the more
disturbing. The anti-smoking attitude of
most Americans has forced many restaurants to become smoke-free all together,
or at least to push the smoking section to
a far, small comer of the restaurant. The
power of Americans voting with their dollar by patronizing smoke-free restaurants
has forced restaurant owners (without government regulation) to adopt similar policies in order to keep their customers. The
desired end result of non-smokers can be
realized without infringing upon the rights
of the restaurant owners.
Voice your opinion:

Smoking Ban
Forum Discussion
Tuesday
Nov.18
5:30p.m.
PELZER

Part II: Entertaining Tidbits of
EarlyVUSL
If a law student wanted to get married during his course of study at VUSL in
the late 1800's, it was customary to ask the
dean's permission frrst!
In 1893, the Law School was the
site of quite a spectacle when two young
men attempted to rob the school at gunpoint. The Chicago Tribune described a
scene where hundreds of townspeople
chased after the two as they tried to get
away through town. Watching the chase,
a farmer shot at the robbers and killed one
of them. After being caught, the surviving robber stated that they attempted the
robbery to steal enough money to attend
law school. Turns out, they wanted to be
lawyers.
The class of 1901 adopted the walking cane as their class emblem. After this
adoption, some of the boys could often
be seen taking Sunday afternoon strolls
through campus, sporting their new canes.
Later on those Sunday afternoons, those
same canes were often reported standing
alone in the comer of one of the women's
dormitories .... hmmm ....
The menu of the Junior Law Banquet
of 1915 was entitled, "a Bill of Affairs"
and contained the following selections:
Assault and Battery Soup
Chicken De Bonis Asportatis
Mayhem Salad w/ Assumpsit Dressing
Felonious Sandwiches
Wine-Caveat Emptor
Judicial Ice Cream and Quasi Wafers
In 1_916, the students added straw
hats to their law school attire in addition
to the wooden canes, and started "The
Lawyers Annual Straw Hat Parade." The
parade became a huge annual event and
each spring through World War I, law
students dressed in funny costumes and
strutted through the entire VU campus and
downtown Valparaiso. In 1920, the parade
spanned two blocks in front of the courthouse and in 1922, Fox Films filmed the
event and showed the film in local theaters
and across the country!
Much of the information in this
story comes from a forthcoming history
of the Law School authored by Professor
Michael I. Swygert, '67." A special thanks
for his help.

judges were especially impressed with
the competitors' ability to handle the barrage of questions posed and the engaging
interaction during arguments.
Amendment freedoms.
Mrs.
Gertrude
Swygert and
The Honorable Diane P. Wood of the
Professor Michael I. Swygert established
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals served as
the Judge Luther M. Swygert Moot Court
this year's Chief Justice. The Honorable
Competition in 1989 with an endowment
Rebecca R. Pallmeyer of the District Court
in memory of their late husband and
for the Northern District of Illinois and
father, Judge Luther M. Swygert. Judge
Justice Brent E. Dickson of the Indiana
Swygert served as the Seventh Circuit's
Supreme Court joined her as Justices for
Chief Judge from 1970 to 1975. He was
the event.
the first Jurist-In-Residence at VUSL, and
The judges critiqued the competitors
in 1984 taught an innovative seminar at
on organization, legal reasoning, courtroom
the law school entitled "Language and the
presentation and fielding questions. Prior
Law." Judge Swygert also took an interest
rounds of the competition also focused on
in moot court programs across the counthese areas with the Moot Court Executive
try, acting as judge for student moot court
Board and Professors Berner, Bodensteiner,
competitions at Valparaiso, Notre Dame,
an~ Stuart judging the presentations and
Chicago, Northwestern, Indiana, and
providing helpful insight to the competitors
many other law schools.
for continued improvement. The final round
judges applauded the competitors' excellent
preparation and presentation while providing suggestions for further perfection. The

Swygert
Continued from Page 1
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EDITORIAL

AN YOU BELIEVE IT IS NOVEMBER ALREADY?
This fall has flown by and, as usual, has not left
much room for studying.
As I began .writing this article, I tried to eloquently
weave together my topics in a cohesive manner; however,
due to my rigorous legal writing training, I am unable to
muster such journalistic creativity. Therefore, please bear
verted into a new and improved Student Union building. with me while I hit the main topic and dispense with the
Apparently, as the master plan was being conceived a few . transitions, thesis statements, and conclusion paragraphs.
years back, no study of the cost of actually repairing the (NOTE: Sadly, this doesn't work when you are trying to
current
library write OM#2.)
was made.
Our last plan for the semester is the ABA Work-AIt
seems Day Project. The ABA asks all law schools to participate
that this is a in a community service project. This year SBA has chocurrent
trend sen to volunteer at Cafe Manna, a soup kitchen run by St.
in the history Teresa of Avila Catholic Student Center on Lincolnway.
of
Valparaiso Cafe Manna serves the greater Valparaiso area with a hot
University: meal on Thursday evenings. The hours are flexible and
the
haphazard you are welcome to bring a friend. Please contact B.J.
destruction · of McGinnis (brian.mcginnis@valpo.edu) with questions if
buildings
and you are interested in participating.
monuments
when
they Who says there is no such thing as a free lunch?
become too old to maintain.
All students are welcome to sign up to have a catered
It was only at the beginning of lunch with Dean Conison on Dec. 2 in the Brassfield
the year that it became known that the Conference Room during chapel break. This is your
University would be tearing down the opportunity to meet Dean Conison and tell him your conUniversity Park Apartments and Linwood cerns regarding VUSL. There are only five spots left, so
Apartments in the next two years, at the sign up now!
same time there is a serious dormitory
shortage on campus, with no current plans Law library concerns
fo.r any new buildings.
Finally, as we approach finals, I would like to address
So it was that when the old two library concerns:
"Valparaiso University" sign was tom
.I) The ladybug infestation - I can PROMISE you
down a .few weeks ago. Half-expectmg a
that the administration is aware of the problem.
new, improved sign to be erected to take
(It looks like the Ladybug Olympics are being
its place, but knowing that none would be; it invoked a
hosted in Dean Conison's office.) Look on the
sense of disappointment.
bright side, if ladybugs are the symbol of good
The Forum staff is just surely glad that Heritage Hall
luck, then we are the luckiest law students I
recently received funding for building improvements. If it
know!
had not, could its destruction have been far behind?
2) The noise level- PLEASE keep it to a dull roar

An unfettered destruction of history
Walking to class through the back entrance ofVUSL
two weeks ago, students were greeted by the sight of a
backhoe ripping down the wooden "Valparaiso Univer~ity
- Founded i 859" sign that had sat at the
end of College Avenue for many years.
It was only a year ago that the ·
which used to point visitors and others
"East Campus" and "West Campus"
stripped of its designating vectors .
left a gaping hole in its middle. That
have been a sign of things to come.
This incident would seem Lconsc::~-l
quential if it were not for the alarmJtng!
rate at which buildings and other struc
tures on this campus seem to be
down. Not
only is the
practice
seemingly
without plan,
but it takes
away a sense
of
history
that should
come with a
150-year old
university.
At the
most recent
Valparaiso University Board of Directors meeting,
Executive Director of Physical Plant Services, Fred Plant,
reported to the Board that Moellering Library has to go.
The current library's utilities, he said, are nearing their
expected lifespan.
The report came as a shock to most who had previous
heard, according to the University's "Master Plan," that
once the Christ{)pher Center for Library and Information
Resources was completed, Moellering would be conrr·

C

upstairs.
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LAW SCHOOL VOICE

The Dean's
Corner

ast month, I wrote about recent gifts to the law
school and began to discuss how those gifts ma~e
a difference. As I explained, there are two mam
components to the law school's budget, one based on
tuition income and one based on gifts and endowment.
As we receive gifts and increase endowment, we increase
the resources for our educational programs and other
operations. However, the extent of the increase may not
be obvious. As I also explained, many gifts (especially the
larger ones) are paid over a period of years and so cannot
be used at once. In addition, an endowment, by its nature,
allows us to spend only about 5% of its value, although it
allows us to do this year after year. In this column, I would
like to answer a couple of questions about gifts and how
they benefit us, and then explain why I expect we will
continue to receive more gifts like the ones we have been
receiving, in the years to come.
First, how do the gifts and endowments benefit us?
Well some of the benefits are obvious, or at least easy to
poin; out. For example, thanks to gifts, we have been able
to install electrical outlets in the classrooms and are about
to purchase new computer and audiovisual technology.
The Monsanto, Seegers, and Tabor lectures are funded
through endowment income. And every year, we allocate
Annual Fund money (unrestricted gifts) and some of
our endowment income to support (among other things)
library resources and services, moot court and other competitions, and the Career Planning Center. These are all
important benefits. But there is another way of looking at

L

Calling all
Writers!

the uses of gift and endowment funds that gives a broader
picture of why they are important.
Remember that your tuition covers only 88% of the
total cost of your education; gifts and endowment supply
the remaining 12%. These figures are a measure of the
value of the educational "deal" we can provide to youwe can provide you with a dollar's worth of education for
only 88 cents. Thus, as ~e increase the proportion of our
costs covered by gifts and endowment income, we can
provide ou:i- students with better and better bargains. That
is why gifts and endowments are, in general, so important:
they allow us to provide students not only with more services, but with a better educational value. (I will discuss
this important point further is a subsequent column.)
Second, why are deferred gifts so important to us?
As you may have noticed from recent announcements of
gifts, many of them are deferred. That is to say, we will
receive them only after the donor's death, either under a
will or through a trust or other arrangement. In the present
campaign, we expect that about 1/3 of the gifts will be
deferred. Even though this means that the gifts may not
be received for many years, we are very pleased to have
them. The reason is simple: by encouraging alumni and
friends to provide deferred gifts today, we ensure that in
the future we will have, not merely additional funds, but a
steady and predictable stream of funds to support our programs and services. In the past few years, the law school
has received several testamentary gifts involving hundreds
of thousands of dollars, and I know of at least one more
very large testamentary gift that is now being probated.
The law school is 125 years old, and we expect to be a
thriving institution for the indefinite future. By planning
today, and encouraging deferred gifts, we can be sure that
future students will have the benefit of large gifts, just as
you are the beneficiaries of such gifts today.
Third, why do we expect to continue to receive gifts
in the future? For the same reason that we are receiving
gifts today. Our alumni and friends are not providing gifts
to the school because we are begging, or pleading dire
need. No, they are making gifts because they are very
happy with the education they received at Valpo, feel a

very strong connection with the faculty and with their
classmates, and believe in the special mission and character of the school. Alumni want to repay the school for
the educational and personal benefits it provided them. It
is striking that, whenever I meet with an alum, the conversation inevitably gets around to the professors that he
or she feels close to. For older alumni, it might be Charlie
Gromley, or Lou Bartelt, or AI Meyer. More recent
alumni might menti~n Bruce Berner, or Sy Moskowitz,
or Rosalie Levinson. Even more recent graduates might
mention Linda Whitton, or David Vandercoy, or David
Myers. Every alum has a favorite professor or two with
whom he or she feels a strong bond, and every professor can name· former students with whom he or she has
developed a continuing connection. These bonds are what
make our law school so distinctive and what make our
alumni so eager to support the school, in both tangible and
intangible ways.
The strength of any institution lies in the people
that are part of it, and one of the greatest strengths of
our school is the personalized education and personalized
service we strive to give our students. This commitment
is a deep part of our culture. When you read (as I hope
you will) the forthcoming history of the law school, to
be published as part of our 125th anniversary celebration,
you will better appreciate the depth and longevity of that
commitment. Equally important, if you look around you
can see this level of commitment today. In recent years
we have hired people in our various offices who have that
deep commitment to serving students. We are currently
interviewing candidates to join our faculty next year; one
of the key characteristics we are looking for is a commitment to teaching and mentoring, and a belief in the
distinctive and personalized Valpo education.
The success of our campaign and our fundraising
generally is a result of what we do naturally today, and
have done for so many years. By continuing this commitment, and by continuing to be true to our strong traditions, we ensure that future generations of alumni will be
as committed and as generous as our alumni are foday.

Happy Thanbgiving

The Forum needs you!
E-mail: forum@valpo.edu or
Jonathan Pasky,
Editor-in-Chief at
jonathan.pasky@valpo.edu
Next staff meeting: Monday,
November 17 at 7:00pm in
Chicago/Hessler

From the Fomm Staff
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Strangers at the Deathbed: Terri Schiavo and the Right to Die
erri Schiavo was just 26-years-old when she suffered a heart attack that left her severely brain damaged and in a persistent vegetative state. She had no
living will. Because she had no living will, Terri Schiavo
is now at the center of a national controversy. At the time
of her tragedy, Schiavo was married. Pursuant to Florida
law, Schiavo's husband became her legal surrogate, able
to make health-care decisions for her and, ultimately, able
to decide on her behalf whether she should live or die.
Michael Schiavo, believing that if Terri were mentally
competent she would choose to end her life rather than
live in the state she does, successfully petitioned the state
to remove Terri's feeding tube.
For the past 13 years, Terri Schiavo has been kept
alive via feeding tube. She cannot speak, nor do doctors
believe she can understand when spoken to. She smiles,
grunts and moans, but in response to nothing in particular.
Neurologists working on her case from the beginning say
that she has no chance of even minor recovery. This diag-

T
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nosis, was not news her parents wanted to hear. As often
happens in matters of such a sensitive nature, differing
opinions have formed about the right path to take: Michael
Schiavo wants the feeding tube removed; Terri's parents
don't. In 1990, the same year that Terri Schiavo entered
a vegetative state, the U.S. Supreme Court decided the
case of Nancy Cruzan, another woman being kept alive
via feeding tube. The Court declared that the feeding tube
could be removed if there was "clear and convincing evidence" that she would have wanted it that way. Following
neither the precedent of the Cruzan case, nor the dictates

of the Florida law granting Michael Schiavo his rights as
husband, nor even the court order allowing removal of the
feeding tube, the Florida legislature bowed to the pressure
of Gov. Jeb Bush and passed "Terri's Law." in two days,
this law forced the hospital to reinsert the feeding tube.
Ultimately, what should have remained an intensely
private decision for Michael Schiavo and, perhaps Terri's
parents, has become the business of complete strangers.
Prominent figures of the Christian Right and the Right-toLife movement have made Terri's life their business. Jeb
Bush, Republican governor of Florida, has found, an easy
way to court the state's conservative core. A decision that
should never have been about politics or public pressure
has moved out of the deathbed and into the halls of the
Florida legislature. "Terri's Law," which blatantly ignores
the separation of powers will most likely be found unconstitutional. Still, the damage has been done. Legislators
and political activists have shown that they can now
apparently decide whether we live or die.

Campaign Reform: A Lost Cause?
he landmark system that provides public financing
for presidential campaigns is teetering on the verge
of collapse. The 27-year-old system passed as a
response to the corruption uncovered during Watergate
rewards candidates who adhere to spending limits with
matching funds, but the money has been falling short
of what presidential contenders need to compete. Static
contribution limits, rising campaign costs, front-loaded
primaries and dwindling taxpayer participation are all to
blame.
•
President George W. Bush dealt the first major blow
in the 2000 campaign, when he refused to accept public
money for his nomination drive and to cap his spending,
declining to play by the rules that all candidates voluntarily obeyed since 1976. It now appears the next major
blow is imminent.
Two weeks ago, Democratic presidential candidate
Howard Dean sent an e-mail to his 600,000 Internet supporters asking them to decide by vote whether he should
take a historical step to avoid campaign spending limits.
Candidates who take the matching funds can get up to
$18.7 million and are limited to about $45 million in
spending through the primary system.
President Bush recently reported raising $49.5 million in the third quarter of this year, bringing his total
campaign receipts to date to an eye-popping $83.9 million. Prominent Democrats, including DNC Chair Terry
McAuliffe, now believe staying within the system "could
cripple" their 2004 bid to oust President Bush.
Though the Democratic contenders lag far behind the

T
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President in fundraising, they are still breaking records.
Former Vermont Governor Howard Dean has pulled in
$25 million so far, according to third quarter FEC reports.
Senator John Kerry (D-MA) is not far behind, with $20
million this year. Senator Kerry says he may opt out as
well as Dean. With Bush already opting out for the second
time, any major Democratic defection would essentially
signal a bipartisan renunciation of the system.
Advocates for campaign reform fear that if major
candidates in both parties say no to public financing,
all financing restraints would be gone. The price tag
for candidacies would rise exponentially-along with the
clout of well-heeled private donors. In the end, it may be
a choice between principle (respecting the post-Watergate
reforms) and pragmatism (doing whatever it takes to win).
However, as David Broder wrote in the Washington Post,
"Dean and Kerry will calculate whatever gives them the
best chance at the nomination. It is unfair to ask them to
consider the larger implications of their actions for the
campaign finance system, especially when Bush is, for
the second time is breaking all records for tapping the
wallets of his supporters."
The Dean campaign's ability to compete with
Republicans for money under the new rules of the

McCain-Feingold law may prove to be the most important result of the 2004 election. The Dean campaign has
far outpaced rivals in both parties in the use of Internet
technology, the newest tool to rally supporters and raise
cash. As Simon Rosenberg, president and founder of the
centrist New Democratic Network noted, "Dean raising
close to $15 million [in the third quarter] is like a baseball player hitting 75 home runs." By using the Internet,
the Dean campaign has built a base of more than 600,000
supporters.
Even more noteworthy is where Dean's money
comes from. A report from the nonpartisan Campaign
Finance Institute shows that Dean depends on large
donors ($1 ,000 or more) for only 22 percent of individual
contributions and gets 54 percent from donors contributing less than $200. Compare those numbers to President
Bush who has collected 85 percent of his campaign's
funding in contributions of $1,000 or more and only 10
percent in gifts of less than $200.
So, what does a successful Dean campaign mean for
the campaign reform movement? If Dean succeeds as a
result of abandoning the public finance system, would a
President Dean advocate for more significant campaign
reform, as he has indicated he would on the campaign
trail? Or, does a successful Dean campaign demonstrate
that campaign finance reform is truly a lost cause? After
all, if the Dean campaign's success is truly attributed to
a grassroots movement based on the popular sentiment of
the masses of average Americans, wasn't that the goal of
campaign reform nearly thirty years ago?
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Opinion
IN THE MIDDLE OF DEONTOLOGY AND UTILITARIANISM
AD

ithin the confines of the criminal law, moral
theories in conflict create problems for the
legislature as they attempt to regulate behavior statutorily. A hypothetical well known to social and
moral philosophers provides a circumstance that shows
the intricacies of this dispute: the story of the spelunking explorers is simple in fact, but dredges the depths
of moral conscience. Four people enter a cave on an
exploratory expedition. While inside, a tunnel collapses,
trapping the four explorers inside with limited resources
and little hope of rescue or survival. The explorers finally
exhaust all possible alternatives of escape, and their food late such a substantive moral theory?
and water stores have run out. They decide that one must
While philosophers continue to argue through
die to provide sustenance that would allow the other three this theoretical debacle, the American legal system
to survive. The group selects one person, takes his or her has struggled equally in the application of the laws to
life, and the other three later consume the body. Shortly such situations. One feasible argument comes from the
thereafter, a rescue party finds the surviving three explor- defense of necessity, also known as the choice of evils.
ers and the remains of the fourth. The question then arises The explorers had no other choice for survival; their only
if the three surviving explorers should be held criminally possible salvation was cannibalism. Traditionally, though,
liable for death of their fellow spelunker.
courts bar the necessity defense from use in murder cases.
This hypothetical is eerily reminiscent of a case from Philosophically speaking, the necessity defense hints at
England in the late nineteenth century, Regina v. Dudley utilitarian roots, impliedly stating that the good of the
and Stephens. The court found the defendants guilty of majority would benefit from the death of one, three surmurder and sentenced them to death. The "spelunking vived. Cost benefit analyses such as these are repugnant
explorers" example attempts to update this problem in an to those representing the deontological perspective.
abstract form. Murder statutes are rooted in deontology
Allowing the use of the necessity defense in a case
and/or natural law, stating that the value of human life is like the spelunking explorers or Dudley and Stephens may
created by a higher power or the intrinsic value of life open the door to its use in cases where the killing was
comes from intuitive notions of right and wrong. If the clearly unjustifiable, yet still subjectively considered the
legislature creates such statutes to protect the sanctity of lesser of two evils. Cases resembling that of Paul Hill in
human life, how do you create a statute that does not vio- 1993 are prime examples. Hill entered an abortion clinic
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in Florida and murdered two doctors who performed abortions. Hill's lawyers wanted him to use the defense of
necessity, arguing that the deaths of the doctors was a
lesser evil then the abortions they perform. Society cannot allow the necessity defense to become a justification
for murder, reaching to the situation of the hapless explorers. So where does this leave the philosophers and legislators?
Reconciling the deontological perspective with
the utilitarian perspective remains problematic since the
deontologist .would prefer the loss of all four lives to the
loss of one, while the utilitarian looks down on the possible loss of all four as a waste of useful life. A legislative
remedy is clearly impossible based on the mere possibil~
ity that it would open the floodgates for the use of the
necessity defense as an excuse to justifiable murder. The
avenue that remains is passive acceptance. It seems to me
that the best remedy to this situation is no remedy at all.
Philosophically we are at an impasse since the ideologies
leave no further argument. The legislature has a similar
problem in that a remedy would find its basis in either
of these two ideologies. I think the best remedy walks
the line down the middle of the issue. It is better not to
waste the lives of the survivors, but society cannot afford
to allow the use of the necessity defense for murder. In
dire circumstances, society should not condemn individuals for self-preservation, nor should they impose death by
happenstance. The remedy, then, does not arise from a
legislative enactment, rather from the jury, and the possibility that the fact find~r will understand the gross peril of '
such situations and make an allowance for reprehensible
t

SCALIA STRATEG ERY

O

n March 14, 2002, the Ninth Circuit, having the
distinction of being the most often overruled
appeals court in the nation, leapt into the headlines with one of the most asinine decisions in modern
legal history.
A gentleman named Michael Newdow, a resident of
California, has a daughter who attends a local public elementary school. As is customary across the fruited plane,
her teacher led the students in the Pledge of Allegiance
each morning before school began. However, Newdow,
being a godless lawyer with too much time on his hands,
decided to sue to stop this practice. He contended that the
inclusion of the words "under God" in the pledge violated
the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. The
district court dismissed the suit, but the oft-comical Ninth
Circuit ruled 2-1 not only to take the case, but also to rule
in his favor. These three individuals purged from nearly
10 million school children the recognition of God as having a fundamental place in the welfare of these United
States.
However, the aim of this piece is not to reveal the
high place of God in the affairs of America. A semiliterate
dachshund with any knowledge of history can figure that

deadlock is exactly what Scalia wants.
Think about it. What would happen the day after the
Court's affirmation of Mr. Newdow's wishes next June?
The result would be the 2sth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States. The Pledge including
the words "under God" would be emblazoned into the
text of the highest law of the land. The Senate and the
House would race to be the first body of Congress to pass
out. I believe that as the case comes before the Court, the a constitutional amendment to be sent to the States. The genius that is Justice Antonin Scalia will be revealed from requisite 38 State legislatures would have the amendment
sea to shining sea.
ratified by the Fourth of July of 2004. (By the way, 2004
Soon after the Ninth Circuit's decision was will mark the soth anniversary of the inclusion of "under
announced, Scalia railed the decision in public. Newdow God". in the Pledge. Ironic, I know.) Such an amendment
soon after asked him to remove himself from the decision would pave the way for an overhaul of misguided First
process, saying that revealing his views on the issue as Amendment jurisprudence.
he did made him unfit to rule on the case. Surprisingly,
The other, less theatrical result could be that one
that's exactly what Scalia did. As a result the Court may of the four heathens will see the absurdity of the Ninth
be looking at a 4-4 vote, thus affirming the Ninth Circuit's Circuit's decision and join the other side. That could also
decision. On one side you've got Thomas, Rehnquist, put a dent into the heretical views of some on the bench.
O'Connor and Kennedy: a God-fearing bunch. (Scalia Either way, Scalia's decision was pure strategic brilliance.
is on this side as well, but that's moot at this point.) On He has used his gifts in service to his country. God bless
the other side you've got Stevens, Ginsburg, Breyer and Scalia!
Souter: a coterie of infidels. It is my belief that such a
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Patriot Act

dents cannot be separated from the actions of those the
government is targeting.
Furthermore, the Patriot Act broadens the official
definition of terrorism to include "domestic terrorism"
which could subject political organizations to surveillance, wiretapping, harassment, and criminal action for
political advocacy. Student groups that engage in political action and civil disobedience could easily find themselves labeled as terrorists. It also permits a vast array of
information on student political meetings and religious
ceremonies to be collected and shared with the CIA (and
other non-law enforcement officials), all without proper
judicial oversight or other safeguards.
Moreover, foreign students are often treated as a
potential threat to national security due only to their
national origin. Foreign students who visit their families
may be denied re-entry to the U.S. with little explanation
or recourse. In addition to foreign students, the Patriot Act
also allows non-citizens and foreign nationals to be jailed
based on mere suspicion, and to be denied re-admission
to the U.S. for engaging in free speech. Without being
convicted of any crime, they may be detained indefinitely
in six-month . increments without meaningful judicial
review.
In addition, the press and the public have been barred
from immigration court hearings of those detained after
September 11th, and the courts have been ordered to keep
it a secret that the hearings are taking place. Furthermore,
the government is allowed to monitor communications
between federal detainees and their lawyers, thereby
destroying the attorney-client privilege and threatening
the right to counsel. President Bush has even ordered military commissions to be set up to try suspected terrorists
who are not citizens. Such trials offer non-citizens little in
the way of conventional due process rights.
The Patriot Act does not only affect foreigners' due
process rights. The Act also allow; FBI Agents to investigate American citizens for criminal matters without
probable cause. Currently,. American citizens suspected of
terrorism are being held indefinitely in military custody
without being charged and without access to lawyers.
This lack of due process and accountability violates
the rights extended to both citizens and non-citizens. The
342-page USA Patriot Act was passed with little debate
by Members of Congress or the public at large. Although
initially many people did not realize the far-reaching
implications of the Act, it is now apparent how seriously
the Act threatens the civil liberties many Americans take
for granted. Unless the true patriots of this country, those
who still believe in the values embodied by the U.S.
Constitution, stand up for civil liberties, it may be too late
to repair the damage done to this country and to undo the
harm many individuals have suffered as a result of the
Act.
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), along
with other organizations and individuals concerned with
protecting our civil rights and civil liberties, is campaigning to ensure that our rights are not a casualty of the war
on terrorism. For more information, or to get involved,
contact the officers of the VUSL chapter of the ACLU, or
see our bulletin board in the hallway. Stand up for your

n the wake of the September 11th terrorist attacks,
Americans lost a sense of security that they had held
almost inviolate. For the first time, a major terrorist
attack took place on American soil. Americans endured
another attack, almost as unthinkable, just 45 days later.
With the strong support of John Ashcroft, U.S. Attorney
General, the U.S. Congress passed the Patriot Act, launching an assault on Americans' civil liberties. With great
haste and secrecy, and in the name of the "war on terrorism," Congress passed legislatioiJ. that gave the Executive
Branch sweeping new powers that undermine the Bill of
Rights and are unnecessary to keep us safe. The Bush
Administration then initiated a flurry of executive orders,
regulations, and policies and practices that also threatened
our rights.
You may think the Patriot Act doesn't apply to you
or to anyone you know. However as a student, your civil
liberties, and those of others, are very much at stake.
Under the Patriot Act, the government now has
greatly expanded powers ·with little judicial oversight.
The Act gives government and law enforcement broad
access to many types of highly personal private records,
such as library, sales, medical, mental health, student, educational, and financial records, all without any probable
cause of crime. What is more, the government refuses to
disclose how many times it has furnished such information to government agencies or law enforcement. Even
more shocking, the holders of this information, including
librarians, are forbidden from even telling you that they
have turned these records over to the government.
In addition to the intrusion into private records, the
Patriot Act also expands the ability of law enforcement to
conduct secret searches, and it gives them wide powers of
phone and Inte1net surveillance.
One example of this is the way the Act gives law
enforcement the ability to conduct secret "sneak and
peek" searches of dorms, apartments and homes. Law
enforcement personnel can enter a place of residence and
take pictures and seize items without informing the resident that a warrant was issued for an indefmite period of
time. Again, the government refuses to disclose how many
times it has used this power.
Moreover, under the Act the government has the
power to monitor e-mail and Internet traffic. By obtaining
'routing' information like a web address, the government
can effectively monitor the activity on any Internet service
provider. Even though this provision of the Patriot Act is rights!
aimed at lawbreakers, e-mails and Internet traffic of stu- http://www.sclu.org/safeandfree/safeandfreemain.cfm
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Opinion

Pox Strikes Bac:k!

M

onkey Pox's And One to Grow On:

Pop culture is a scantily clad, pathologically blond bully who cares more about
c e p
attention acquired by poorly kissing an aged
pop icon than realizing that their performance resides two
floors down from lackluster.
Monkey Pox is back subjecting you to my own little
form of yellow journalism. I call it yellow journalism
because 1) it is almost all sensational lies, and 2) it is
soaked in urine. The editors, in an effort to further distance themselves from my segment, have requested that
I provide a separate disclaimer in addition to the one that
normally runs on page 2 (this is true). I am not intransigent, so in the spirit of compromise, my own personal
disclaimer will appear at the end of this article.
In the year's first issue of The Forum, Ryan Adler
advocated certain habits that he felt that would aid incoming VUSL students cope with the day-to-day rigors associated with law school. Now, while I find his political
beliefs repugnant and his moral hygiene suspect, I support
his recipe of a steady regiment of cigarettes and alcohol
to alleviate the many stressors that law school so readily
provides. I was inspired by this article and decided that I
would provide the students of VUSL with something to
start out each and every day on the right foot ... my morning ritual.

Daily Ritual:
5:45: Wake up and begin daily affirmation by peering into full-length mirror and repeating the following:

hen I studied abroad, I took a course on television broadcasting, led by a zealous advocate of
daytime programming. In other words, my T.A.
was addicted to soap operas. His overall philosophy was
that television presents moral debates and social concerns
to the common classes. I never took the T.A. seriously
until a couple of weeks ago.
I watch little television, and what I do watch
typically involves sports. After flipping through NFL
games I came upon the Joe Schmo marathon.
For those unaware, Joe Schmo was a fictional
reality show. It was fictional in that everyone was an actor
playing a stereotypical reality show role. There was the
superficial girl, the virgin, the grizzled veteran, and the
rude and disgusting jerk, to name a few. Everyone was
in on the joke; everyone that is, except for a guy named
Matt.
Matt was a normal everyday guy from Pittsburgh,
he was the Joe Schmo. Matt never knew he was a part of
this elaborate set-up. He was meant to be the butt of the
joke, the whole 10-odd episode joke. The producers wrote
elaborate situations, taping Matt's reactions, as everyone
supposedly competed for a monetary prize. Given all the
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Life & Tunes of I

Monkey Paz

"You're cool, you're bright, you're smooth not unlike
AI Sharpton. Strive to be like Al Sharpton. Aspire to be
like Al Sharpton. I am AI Sharpton. Hello, my name is Al
Sharpton. What? This old jumpsuit ... well I, uh, just threw
it on ... " (this goes on for a half hour).
6:20: Drink breakfast.
MP's Get Up and Down and Then Really Up and Go
Morning Mary: 4 shots vodka, Tomato Juice, Pickle
juice,Worchester, Pineal gland, Horseradish, Two · 80mg
Oxycotin, Two 1OOmg Viagra, Two 1OOmg Thorazine,
Five 30mg Aderrall.
1) Crush medication (now be sure to strip off any
pesky time release coating).
2) Shred pineal gland and then place all contents in
blender or cement mixer whatever you have laying around
the house.
3) For additional zip,
take pill residue and coat
rim of glass like margarita salt.
6:40:
7: 13:
7:14:
7:20:

Back-off, this is Pox's
time.
Regain consciousness.
Sprain lips after repeatedly trying to kiss the sky.
Submerge body in tub of Red Bull and Epsom Salt.

8:03: Regain consciousness.
8:05: Become born-again Christian.
8:12: Sit in comer wearing funny hat.
8:23: Become manic.
8:23: Become depressed.
8:23: Become manic.
8:23: Become depressed.
8:24: Become repetitive.
8:30: Return to aforementioned comer, strip naked and get
in fetal position ... then shout Job-like questions into tlie
ether, while sifting through box after box of Cracker Jacks
looking for "the answer."
8:47: Turn the world on with a smile.
8:51: Firmly affix store-bought dignity to lapel.
8:56: Embark in Sisyphean trudge to class.
8:59: Exercise demons with salad tongs.
9:00: 3, 2, 1, Denial.
Disclaimer:
The statements, opmtons, musings, rants, ramblings,
dreams, gestures, gesticulations, genuflections, bodily discharges, and gaseous emissions are certainly not those of the
editors and staff of The Forum. Monkey Pox's insipid twaddle
shamelessly masquerading as entertainment is not worthy to
grace the fair pages of The Forum. If it were not for several
naked pictures of the editorial staff's family that inexplicably
made their way into his possession, we assure you readers, you
would not be reading him today. We appreciate your patience in
this matter and pledge that we are diligently working to rectify
the situation.
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He was so warm, modest, and gentle that everyone loved
him. But the best part? He never had to do the right thing.
He simply chose to do the right thing. And he chose to do
•Y ~
it in the face of every opportunity to cross his friends, or a
chance for selfish advancement. He did this until the final
tape reel was filled.
Listen, how easy is it to say "do what is right?" The
answer goes without saying, and you are not going to hear
it from me.
I will say this instead, my T.A. from overseas was
reality show cliches, one can imagine the material the on to something. It was not that television is the upholder
producers could use. The show was intended to be funny, of all that is good, or that our ethical educations should be
a joke amongst 10 actors and the viewing audience, with derived from daily viewing. No, it is much simpler than
Matt used as the guinea pig. The actors and producers that.
expected Matt to use typical ruthless behavior to win the
It is that people, including those on television, by
ultimate prize. Matt however, did the unthinkable.
way of their actions, can remind us daily of our personal
Instead of being a walking embarrassment, Matt did obligations to one another. To think, feel, and act like
everything by the book, emerging as a real life ~eat guy. Matt, the unassuming, everyday guy from a false reality
That meant no lying, no cheating and no back-stabbing. show is a virtue, and a reminder of what is important. It is
When confronted with uncomfortable situations he rose a reminder that just and ethical decisions should always be
up as a leader. I have never seen anything quite like it.
the norm, and never the exception.
Though unaware of the scenario unfolding around
T.I.V.O. that!
him, Matt won over the hearts of the actors and producers.
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Calendar

November/December
Sunda

Monda
10

9

11

12

14

VUCA
4:00pm

Chapel Break
Thru 11-21

17
18
International Law
Society
Guest Speaker ·
Teresa HendricksSmitley

19

20

Saturda
15

Battle of the Bands
Union
4- 11 pm

MeetValpo
Law Day

VU Volleyball
Oakland
7:00pm

Battle of the Bands
Union
7:00pm

Anna Karenina
University Theater
8:00pm

Anna Karenina
University Theater
2:00pm

Accepting Donations

Chapel Break

Duesenberg Recital
Hall
3pm

13

Frida

15th.Annual
Luther M. Swygert
School Supply Drive
Moot Court
Competition

Tabor Classroom

VUMusic
Castillon Piano Trio

Thursda

BLSA and Amnesty
International

International Law
Society Meeting

16

Wednesda

Tuesda

21

22

28

29

VU Jazz Lab
Band
University
Theater

Anna Karenina

Tabor Classroom
5:00pm

University Theater
7:00pm

23

24

7:30pm
25

·ha
30

1

26

ks
2

- -

27

13 eak

1V1ll.
3

;vu Men's

4

6
VUWomen's
Basketball

VU Christmas
Concert

VUWomen's
Basketball

Basketball

5

Cincinnati

Purdue

Chapel of the
Resurrection

7:00pm

7:00pm

7:30pm

Butler
3:30pm
Cultural Arts Festival: African American Artists
Union 8 am - 8 pm

7

8

9

Acting - Directing
Showcase

VUMen's
Basketball

Studio Theater

Indiana State

2:00pm

7:00pm

10

11

12

13

Last Day of
Classes
Final Exams
Begin
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etcetera
Carter from page 11
Every state has just one lawyer at the
top: the attorney general. While responsibilities of the office change from state to
state, the rigors and stresses of being the
state's chief lawyer cannot be underestimated. Indiana Attorney General Steve
Carter won election in 2000. Among his
significant achievements has been the passage of the Indiana Telephone Privacy law,
allowing for the creation of the Indiana do
not call registry in 2001, becoming the primary state example for the current national
do not call list.
Recently, The Forum had the opportunity to sit down with Indiana Attorney
General Steve Carter when he was the
guest of honor at an event hosted by Paul
Mullin, 2L, and Andrew Oostema, 2L.

Forum: What made you decide to get into
state politics and government?

Attorney General Steve Carter: Well, I
used to be in private business. My undergraduate degree is in Economics, and I
went to graduate school to get an MBA.
Then I got into the law program. So I
have a strong interest in public policy. The
Attorney General's office has given me an
opportunity to have significant resources.
F: Is there much difference between being
the Chief of Staff for the mayor of a large
city and being the chief lawyer for the
State of Indiana?

A.G.: Actually, when I worked with the
mayor [Stephen Goldsmith], I was first
his corporation counsel, meaning I was
chief lawyer for the city-county government. Then he wanted me to take on the
Chief of Staff job. I said I would do that,

but I didn't want to give up the other. I
enjoyed managing lawyers enough that
I wanted to retain that position. I have
broader interests, including public policy,
and that's why the Chief of Staff role had
some appeal to me.
F: What do you see as your biggest accom-

plishment as Attorney General?
A.G.: Oh, I think it is bringing in to office
high-quality lawyers to serve. We have 110
lawyers; I don't get a very big piece of the
actual legal work. There are some cases
that I get pretty involved with, though.

F: Do you actually try cases as Attorney
General or do you have deputies or assistants do that?
A.G.: I have somebody else assigned to
all of the cases. There are some that I edit
briefs, or help develop the strategy with.

David's

F: It seems like the Attorney General is a
position most people know, but few people
know what they do.

Downtown Vatparalso

A.G.: Well, you do different things in different states. In Indiana, it's a statutory
position. Primarily that involves being the
state's lawyer: Going to court and some
defense measures. The legislature has
carved out a policy role in the area of civil
protection. That's where we have the most
contac• with the public. But again, when
someone is upset about something, they
may call your office, but the I first thing
we have to do is to see whe1fher we have
jurisdiction. Sometimes .it's an issue better
dealt with at the federal level or local level
than is dealt with at the state level.

Me'lis Clothier
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Valparaiso
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F: What are some of the main issues that
you had to deal with when you came to
office in 2000 and some of the continuing
issues?

}bane Barnes
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St. Croix
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A.G.: The campaign theme that I ran on
was about telephone privacy. ·We implemented the Indiana [do-not-call] law that
was the premiere one in the country, and
we feel very good about that. But obviously there are federal court decisions
and even implementation of the federal
programs that could bring some concerns
about Indiana's law. So we have to continue to diligently work hard to keep it in
place. It's not the most significant issue
to people as far as a life or death issue.
But we've actually pre-empted over one
billion phone calls, giving people a lot
of their privacy back. And in this day and

age, privacy is important; people feel like
they're losing that.
F: What type of experience does it take to

get to a place where you are today?
A.G.: Developing the ability to work with
people. So you've got to decide if you're
interested in working with people or if
you're working mostly in a private setting.
Then obviously, I think to get into public
service, you have to be in there to make a
difference because you are not financially
as well compensated as the private sector. You have to be willing to accept your
rewards, principally, feeling you've made
a difference in people's lives.

F: How does it feel to have over one
million people vote for you in a general
election?
A.G.: Oh, it's humbling. On the one
hand you feel, gosh, I am doing something significant if that many people got
involved in the process. On the other
hand, realistically, I know a very small
percentage know me on a personal level.
Honestly, they don't really go out to vote
for Attorney General.
F: And finally, what word of advice would
you give to law students today?
A.G.: It's important not so much to worry
about where you start, but recognize that
you're building a career, and that career
will probably take you to several different places. And if the first opportunity you
have isn't an ideal one, or even one you
had thought about, it may well be very
significant in building your career. It's
important to have varied experiences after
you're out of law school.
I'll give you an example: I was always
interested in government, but I never had
the opportunity to work in government
or politics until I fmished my work with
graduate school and law school and I was
30 years old. Shortly after that I had an
opportunity in state government, and I
asked the individual I worked for how long
he expected me to stay. He said, "Well, if
you could stay for nine months, that will
get me tru:ough the legislative session."
Well, here it's nearly 20 years later and
I'm still interested in state government.
F: Thank you so much for talking to us.
A.G.: Ok. Gooq to see you!
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float along with the mainstream, and
still isn't total poppycock (sorry for the
adjective, but I've never got to use the
word poppycock in a sentence before).
:Uy UoJJin
The Strokes' new release is
mostly
more of the same, although, it's
~el.ch
good to hear that some of the band
members' writing has progressed. The
guitar's sound and production are
the most notable change from the
first album, and the. bass lines are no
longer straight-up rip offs from The
Cure. -However, the lead singer's lack of
progress is disappointing. His lyrics are
still pretty good, but the melodies are
straight forward and lack any amount
of dynamics, which make vocals more
interesting. Trust me, nowadays there
are plenty of great lyricists who make
two bit musicians. One more thing, the
band is on its way (as the corporate big
atchy tun~s rot your brain. So can wigs like to say), so can't they fork out
there be anything good about an some dough and get a better sound
entire album that sticks in your engineer? Sure, nobody (Britney and
head before you even open it? It depends Christina as obvious exceptions) wants
on your tastes I guess, but since I'm the their music to sound like it was writguy proving anybody can be a rock critic, ten after a good trip in a Disney World
my opinion's the one that matters here. bathroom, but no matter how hard The
The answer to the question then is the Strokes try to use crappy recording
Strokes new album, Room on Fire. It is techniques to sound more punk, the
one of the few albums that is able to band is already way to big to fool any-
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one into thinking they are.
After all my mindless soapbox jabber,
you might be wondering which four letter
word I would use to describe the album.
Plain and simple however, this album
rocks. Although the CD borrows ideas
from all over, like Lou Reed, lggy Pop, The
Cure, Ramones, etcetera, it does a nice job
of making a big gooey ball of highly listenable music. It may not be the next Tommy
or Abbey Road, but Room on Fire is proof
that modern pop music doesn't have to
suck. My rating: this album is a uni-baller
on the two ball scale.

Sean Penn, Tim Robbins, and Kevin very abstract and forced. Jimmy, living a
plot, if there is one, is the President
(played by Leslie Nielsen) trying to rid Bacon are together in a stellar perfor- somewhat shady life, decides to have his
the planet of aliens. He is helped by mance as three men tied together by a cousins check out possible leads on the
case. Jimmy becomes
the usual lead, Cindy, played by Anna disturbing childhood
Faris. The movie features several celebs, event. The film takes
a man blinded by
:Uy I&8Jchel.
including Pamela Lee, Jenny McCarthy, place in Boston, with
irrationality, and is
I&-u..88el.l.
Denise Richards (Charlie Sheen's wife), an emphasis on workwilling to find his
Queen Latifah, Jeremy ing-class morals and
daught~r's
killer
he
third
Piven and many more. tough guy attitudes.
at any cost. As the
Scary Movie
Jimmy's
(Sean
The movie was not as
daughter's murder
is out, and
good as Scary Movie 2, Penn)
teenage
unfolds, so does the
this time around
but I do admire a film daughter is murdered
past between the
executive control
that makes fun of all early in the film, and
three men and how
shifts from the
the films that are crap, Sean (Kevin Bacon) is
that past has shaped
Wayans brothers
even though the gen- the detective investhem as men.
to a Zucker brotheral public collectively tigating the crime.
This film was the
er, David. As usual,
Sean
shelled out millions of Jimmy
and
all the rage at the
if you have not
dollars to see them.
suspect Dave (Tim
Cannes Film Festival
seen a majority ·
In case you just Robbins), who comthis year, where Clint
of the cinematic
can't wait for another pletes the trio of once
Eastwood won a
junk that came
Scary Movie, rumor is boyhood friends, as
Golden Coach. The
out in the last few
that Scary Movie 4 was being the key suspect
cast also includes
years, most of the
shot just after Scary to the murder. Even
Laurence Fishburne
parody will be lost
Movie 3. Overall, this Dave's wife Celeste,
and Lara Linney. This
on you.
movie is for those of played by Marcia Gay
movie is downright
The
films
us who enjoy a funny, Harden, is suspicious Three men, one river= Downright Exquisite! exquisite.
that fall victim this
mindless watch.
of her husband. As the film progresses the
time around are:
distance that was once between the three
Signs, The Matrix,
Good movie; just not scary
men becomes lesser and they become
The Ring, and 8 Mile. The very loose
more a part of each other's lives, albeit

~e-vt_e~
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CelebritY

Sound-off

BY Jen SPiesel
o what's the deal with celebrities
anymore? I don't know about you,
but it seems to me everywhere you
go, every channel you flip through, every
magazine in the Wa!-Mart check-out
aisle, there they are...celebrities. There's
no escape. I can't even remember what
life was like without freaking Carrot Top
telling to me to dial 1-800-down the
middle, or being updated on a daily basis
as to the status of Bennifer's relationship.
I think I know more about what's going in

S

ASim.ple
Twist of

Fate
a, Clm• Salmeider

T

hough overdone in books, songs,
and roughly every third movie
produced, the concept that singular
chance happening can change an entire
life is one that never looses its moving appeal. As trite as it may be, there
is an awe-inspiring allure, an inherent
seductiveness that rouses hope and fear,
wonderment and humility at the notion
that the totality of life can be changed
by one individual event. The "what if's"

their lives then I do my own.
So I asked around, and got a few of
your classmates' opinions as to whom are
the most annoying or despised celebrities. There were quite a few, I think Paul
Mullin (2L) summed it up best when he
said, 111 hate the entire E! Network and
Access Hollywood." However, others had
more direct targets for their hate.
For example, Katherine Lord (2L)
is not particularly fond of Jetter-turner
extraordina·ire Vanna White. How can
you hate Vanna? Because in Katherine's
opinion, Vanna happens to be "the most
useless human being in the world."
Equally disliked is the delicious diva
Maria Carey and her five-octave range.
Perhaps because of the movie, Glitter?
No, she's hated (such a strong word)
because as Lora Nowzaradan (1 L) put it,
She's irritating."
Now let's consider the ever-pow-

11

erful combination of uselessness and
annoying, found in none other than the
Hilton sisters, Paris and Nicky. According
to Raj Malviya (2L), "I don't know what
they stand for, or what they are supposed
to do, other than spending their grandfather's money, they serve no purpose.
They are the money hungry sisters that
spend their days starving themselves to
look good, while buying $2000 purses. ·
Wow, what an accomplishment."
Others had more political reasons
for their dislikes. For example, Kendra
Klink (3L) dislikes Brad Pitt, Jennifer
Aniston, Danny DeVito, Rhea Perlman,
Edward Norton, and Jason Alexander.
Why, they seem like a nice bunch? Kendra
explains that, this group of celebrities
has intentions to travel to Israel and
Palestine to help solve the conflict that
has plagued these countries forever. I
cannot believe that any celebrity.has the
11

of life are built on this idea. What it Adolf
Hitler's mother had gotten an abortion?
What if Sonny had never met Cher? What
if ProfessorVandercoy's car hadn't broken
down in a little town called Valparaiso?
Curious it is to find out that David
Vandercoy unintentionally stumbled
upon this place, where he now engages
in and nurtures his life's work and passions. Over twenty years ago, on his
way to South Bend, Professor Vandercoy
found himself with a broken down Volvo
Photo by Jenn Klein
in a town that did not have a readily available supply of foreign car parts. Rather
that leaving him sour, Vandercoy took
the lemons handed to his fortune, and
turned it into lemonade, by happening
upon the pleasant fortune of meeting
Ivan Bodensteiner. Upon which, he was him to VU, where he began teaching and
informed that Valparaiso University aiding third year law students in the repSchool of Law was looking for an individ- resentation of indigent clients from the
ual to run the law clinic. As chance would community at VU's Law Clinic. For sevhave it, Vandercoy was actually looking eral years, Vandercoy acted as associate
to move to Indiana and obtain a job dean and additionally taught a variety
of classes. A jack-of-all-legal-trades, his
therein.The rest, as they say, is history.
Vandercoy course resume includes a garden variety
began
his of all legal focuses, having taught Pretrial
legal
career in Skills, Criminal Procedure, Trial Practice,
Pennsylvania Products Liability, Legal Profession, and
as a trial litiga- Torts, among others.
Currently, he remains the acting
tor,
representing
civil plaintiffs and supervisor of the Law Clinic, but has
criminal
defen- taken a less visible role. His energies are
dants.
However now focused on an eclectic medley of
fascinating
and legal ventures. Having a particular likexciting he found ing for criminal defense work, Professor
his work to be, his Vandercoy occasionally takes up cases
divergence
lead on the trial and appellate lever, currently

"power" to solve a problem that no political dignitary has yet been able to soJve."
On a similar note, Tyler Bellin (3L:
hates (gasp) Alec Baldwin. Now I coulc
see hating Stephen Baldwin (if you've
seen the Ffinstones movie you know wha1
I mean,) but Alec? Tyler went on to say
"because he said if Bush were elected he
would move to France. I believe you are
still here Alec, so get a packing already
We sure as hell don't need you here. Vivc
Ia France!"
Sadly enough, Raj summarized i1
the best when he said, "being a celebrit)
these days seems too easy. What hap·
pened to tho.se that earned their way tc
stardom through sports, politics, grea1
accomplishments, or acting school? I
guess being rich means everything these
days." I'd have to agree.

having several briefs on appeal in the 7tt'
Circuit. He recently worked on a constitutional takings case before the US Court o1
Appeals for the Federal Circuit. Vanderco>
tackled the difficult quandary of wha1
happens when the Federal Governmen1
fails to justly compensate an owner f01
the use of their property, which mos1
commonly occurs with the FBI using
small businesses for sting operations
Vandercoy's approach and theories were
so innovative, that he regularly receive~
phone calls from attorneys across the
country with questions asking for hi~
thoughts and opinions on the matter.
However, David Vandercoy's mos1
true passion lies in litigation. He exceptionally enjoys working with student5
on such cases at the Law Clinic, as the
processes and interactions that develor:
between teacher and student in such c
team effort are nourishing for the mind~
and spirits of all persons involved.
While Professor Vandercoy cherishes and values the relationships tha1
he has developed with students ove1
the years, is it most certain that curren1
and former students feel likewise abou1
him. So while seemingly trivial events de
have the capacity to simply dissipate like
unkept time, some chance happening~
leave an actual imprint on the world
that touches many. VU students have tc
thank David Vandercoy's faulty Volvo fot
the chance happening that lead him tc
Valparaiso, and the imprint that he ha~
left on the lives and minds of counties~
individuals that have walked these halls.

etcetera

G lC~ro's

9ournal
~? Gtll~n Timms
9 May 03 (2154 Hrs)
usy day today. Three meetings
at the battalion level or higher, a
OPORD brief, met with the command elements of two different companies, as well as my FSNCO. But it feels
good to be utilized.
Brought McEvilly in. Charlie is going
to be finally moving to the ASP. A/1 /1 52
is going to consolidate with the rest of its
battalion in Jordan. Sounds kind of neat
at first, but they aren't moving any closer
to the fight than we are. If anything they
seem like they are moving away from
theatre, but to a mission that could keep
them here for a while. Have no idea What
they will be doing, but my guess is that
they will be guarding the embassy or
something. Don't know of any military
assets that we would have over there.
Last night was a cold one here if
you would believe it. Slept on the roof.
Was cool at first. But the wind picked
up and boy, it put the chill in me. Had
to put on my shell over my sleeping bag.
To this point I had just been using it as
my "pillow'~ But with that wind blowing
I had to say, "Screw the pillow! I need a
windbreaker!" And that's the beauty of
the new sleeping unit. You can conform
to make it as warm or as cool as needed.
The green shell is water and wind resistant. And boy did it come in handy last
night.
Got an e-mail from my dad yesterday. Guess my sister got my letter
requesting a care package. If I remember the letter I sent to my sister correctly,
I asked for mosquito coils, Kooi-Aid mix,
and some other stuff. Mostly stuff to
keep the bugs away and to satisfy my
sweet tooth.
No word on when we will be going
home yet. We are taking on these SASO
missions, but that is no indicator of
whether or not we will be extending our
stay. The truth of the matter is, is that we
can't wait for a relief unit to come in and
start the SASO operations. We need to
win the hearts and minds of these people
now. But at the same time, if we do start,
no matter when we leave, there WILL be
some sort of battle hand off.

B

Allen Timms (2L) in Iraq. Continuing the series from last year, The Forum is
publishing his largely unedited journal from the front line.

have loved to have had him on my team.
Though I have no idea who I would have
traded him out with. My guys are pretty
special, too.
One of the platoons from Charlie is
getting ready to head down to AJ today.
My FO from that team will be heading
down along with my chief. My RTO for
that team is already in Arifjan. So I will
have at least three people down there.
Possibly four if McEvilly is doesn't make it
back up with this log pac.
·If we get the on order mission to
send half of the battalion · back to AJ I
will end up staying here,-but I will have at
least one FO team down in Arifjan. Also,
Rogge will leave the TOC and head back
to 2nd Platoon. If he stays up here with a
TAC operation, he will end up doing a lot
of bitch details because he is the low man
on the totem pole as far as FIST is concerned. And Rogge is too good a troop to
do that to. He's had a great attitude since
being up here and has been a big help to
me and everyone else in FIST. I've been
able to lend him out to CPT Guess so
that he is not having to use less reliable,
higher ranking, and better paid personnel or crybabies who are going to whine
at the prospect of having to deviate even
just a little from their job when it is not
advantageous to do so.
SFC Green will be back in the rear.
Just get him the hell out of here. You
know that it sucks that we have to put
our incompetents in the rear when it
should reafly be left to the guys who
deserve some R&R. He's supposed to be
going down there to act as the person
leaning forward in the redeployment
plan for the FIST. But the real reason is
that he's incompetent and seeing him is
just sickening the other guys irr FIST as
well as the other infantry bubba's that we
are attached to.

Our S-2 reported that there are 6 Jun 03 (1403 Hrs)
Hezbollah members in Nasiriyah. He said
Another quiet day in the neighborthat there are also Iranian groups in the hood. One of the Fist NCO's from Bravo
area as well. Finally he said that there got a Red Cross message. His wife has
is a suspected cache site of weapons been having problems with her pregof mass destruction. Lots of bad stuff nancy. Iron deficiency, I think. And now
going on. Hezbollah is a known terrorist I think she's battling anemia. So he's up
organization. Both them and the Iranian here trying to see if he can get some
faction are trying to scare the locals into leave to check up on his wife.
an Anti-American posture. Really, both
It's likely that he will get ten days
are as much anti-western as they are leave, but he is wanting more. And I don't
anti-American. They hate communists, know if the army is going to give it to him.
capitalists, socialists, any kind of western He may be able to get a permanent leave.
influence. They would rather that these Who knows? I just wish him the best of
people live without the choice to make health for him and his family. You don't
their own destiny. They want to force need something like that hanging over
their will on them that they should live your head. That is the kind of thing that
in isolation, without the amenities of can render a soldier unstable. And on the
the western world, without education, whole, SGT Bruner is a pretty good troop.
freedom, and health care. Much less, the A good man. Likes to clown around a
freedom of religion. We really do need to lot. But he is the type of guy that you
win them over.
want when things are on the line. Would
If Iraq became a fundamentalist country like Iran or like
Open for Lunch & Dinner
Afghanistan was, we would be
worse off than with Hussein in
7DaysaWeek
power. Because they will openly
11 am to 9 pm Daily
favor terrorist actions. And controlling them will be even harder
Carry Out Available
because they will keep Iraq in a
state of anarchy. There will be no
Daily Lunch Specials
government like in Afghanistan.
The tribal leaders and priests
would run the country. And our
ability to use diplomacy will be
limited. And other countries like
France and Russia will be able to
Valparaiso~
peddle their wares to them, selling secrets and weapons of mass
destruction without our ability to
lid with Student I
monitor.
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By Sean Campbell
The FDA has tentatively concluded that cloned animals are safe for consumption, which means cloning
may be widely used to breed livestock. What is your
opinion on consuming cloned animal products? Do
. you think life would be boring if every single steak
looked exactly the same?
Eating cloned animals? I'm going to side with Professor
Huss on this one.
Lt. General William Boykin, the deputy secretary of
intelligence in charge of finding Osama bin Laden
and Saddam Hussein, recently asserted that Muslims
did not worship a God, but an "idol'; and that the
War on terror" is a war between Judeo-Christian values and Satan. Do you think President Bush should
have reassigned Lt. General Boykin following these
remarks?

I think there could be unknown dangers in consuming
cloned animal products. There are always unknowns
when dealing with cloning. You never know what will
happen to the genetic material and what type of mutations will occur. I doubt there will be anything like, eat
the steak and turn green or anything like that. Its just
that cloned animals will probably be more susceptible
to sickness or genetic problems.

It depends ... was he speaking in a public forum?

Who's your favorite late-night talk show host?

I don't care what he said; he is a good General in the First
Brigade.

11

Definitely Leno. Jaywalking is my favorite.

Jeff Zucker, president of NBC entertainment, recently
stated "there is no more late-night war': between Jay
Leno and David Letterman. Leno apparently is drawing over 2 million more viewers than Letterman. Do
you watch either show? Who's your favorite latenight talk show host?

Do you think life would be boring if every single
steak looked exactly the same?

No, they usually they don't show it at Northside or
Buddy and Pals.

I worked as a grill cook in a steakhouse for five years. All
steaks do look the same before you burn them.

Lt. General William Boykin, the deputy secretary of
intelligence in charge· of finding Osama bin Laden
and Saddam Hussein, recently asserted that Muslims
did not worship a God, but an idol': and that the
War on terror" is a war between Judeo-Christian values and Satan. Do you think President Bush should
have reassigned Lt. General Boykin following these
remarks?

Does a cloned cow taste different than a regular cow?
don't think so.

Lt. General William Boykin, the deputy secretary of
intelligence in charge of finding Osama bin Laden
and Saddam Hussein, recently asserted that Muslims
did not worship a God, but an "idol'; and that the
War on terror" is a war between Judea-Christian values and Satan. Do you think President Bush should
have reassigned Lt. General Boykin following these
remarks?

11

The FDA has tentatively concluded that cloned animals are safe for consumption, which means cloning
may be widely used to breed livestock. What is your
opinion on consuming cloned animal products?

The FDA has tentatively concluded that cloned animals are safe for consumption, which means cloning
may be widely used to breed livestock. What is your
opinion on consuming cloned animal products? Do
you think life would be boring if every single steak
looked exactly the same?

If you appeared on the show "Style Court" do you
think you would be acquitted or given the electric
chair?
Come on, I am the Chief Justice of the Style Court.

11

Yes. It would not reflect well on the United States to continue such a person in a position of intelligence when
he has clearly shown an extreme prejudice and lack of
knowledge. Muslims and the AI Queda are nothing alike
and do not believe in the same things.

11

If you appeared on the show "Style Court" do you
think you would be acquitted or given the electric
chair?

11

If I read that stuff it is for the entertainment value only.
I actually subscribe to Vogue (don't ask, it's a long story)
and that is the most worthless magazine I have ever
seen. 300 hundred pages and only 20 pages of text. The
rest is advertisements for things you can't buy at normal
stores, couldn't afford if you did find it, and wouldn't look
good in unless you were a size 2 anyway. I don't think
teenagers should read any magazine that promotes eating disorders by showing ultra thin models, advertises
things that the average teen can't afford (or their parents), or that encourages teenagers to engage in sexual
activity.

Since I still want females to talk to me, I wouldn't touch
this question with Ron Jeremy's merchandise.

That's for the jury to decide.

Have you purchased a copy of Ciay Aiken's CD
This week's ''passion position" on Cosmo magazine's
Measure of a Man"? Do you think Clay's trying to
website is The Sensual Spoon,"which, to be success- tell us something with the album's title?
ful, requires a woman to 1ie on [her] side with your Nope, but my buddy Dan said it was because Clay's a
guy behind you. Both of your torsos stay in this doze · small guy.
pose while you lift your top and he•.••" Do women
really read this stuff? Do you think impressionable
teenagers should be reading this stuff?
11

11

11

This week's passion position" on Cosmo magazine's
website is "The Sensual Spoon," which, to be successful, requires a woman to ''lie on [her] side with your
guy behind you. Both of your torsos stay in this doze
pose while you lift your top and he ••.•" Do women
really read this stuff? Do you think impressionable
teenagers should be reading this stuff?

In Sex tips from guys" on Cosmo magazine's website,
one guy said a sexual act is 10 times hotter when
you're ·watching porn." Would you give a female
friend of yours this advice?
11

11

I am not sure about most women, but oh, to have that
much time on my hands.

Have you purchased a copy of Clay Aiken's CD
"Measure of a Man"? Do you think Clay's trying to
tell us something with the album's title?
Not a fan.

Do you think the Bush Administration is doing a
good job in promoting more fuel efficient vehicles
in order to reduce our dependence on foreign oil?
Coming from a family of SUV drivers and a true Bush
fan the answer is obvious.
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Career Planning

Guide to Judicial.
Clerkships
A.nswers to all your questions!
Following the Indiana.
Court of Appeals Oral Argument
November 17, 2003
Judges Nancy Vaidik '80,
Sanford Brook and Michael Barnes
Chicago/Hessler Room

ENJOY A THANKSGIVING FEASTPREPARED BY LAW SCHOOL
FACULTY AND STAFF

Purchase Your Thanksgiving Luncheon
Ticket Today in the Career Planning Cente~

$4.00 In Advance
$5.00 Day Of

;r.t.UOLE
October 23, 2003
ACROSS

1. Intended
6. Place for remains
9. Cochlear canal
14.Mr.Fudd
15. Leached wood ashes
16. Beaver ttait
17. Fat
18. Braveheart's "no"
19. Cassandra's dad
20. Kevin Williamson drama
22. Large Mediterranean fish
23. Sock filler
24. Rainbow goddess
26. Circumvent
30. Assists memory
34. Arrogated
35. Ryan Phillippe's spouse
36. Single
37. Through contraction
38. In the middle
39. Ancient Peruvian civilization
40. Debutant (informal)
41. Calf-length skirts
42. At the pitches written
4~. Relating to mountain formation
45. Renounce
46. Actor Bana
47. Bad hair
48. Freestyle
51 . Develops sores
57 . Surpass
58. Locomotion appendage
59. Home of Maine Black Bears
60. Hindu essence
61 . Adam's lady
62. Canary-like f"mch
63. Melts
64. Colored solution
65 . Favre's measurements

1. Cat call
2. Napoleon's isle of exile
3. lowacity
4. Bird home
5. Location of#4 down
6. Armbones
7. Baller Nolan
8. Unattractive quality
9. September min.
10. Italian tenor
ll.Against

12. Not fat
13. Navy rival
21. Bagel accompaniment
25 . Take it easy
26. Excel
27. Shows you your seat
28. Turbine
29. To and
30. Military doctor
35. Made fun of
38. Short skirt
39. Charged atom
41. Between two crenels
42. Biblical skin disease
44. Bauble
45. Sushi garnish
47. Pat
Band
48. Jacket
49. Biblical book
50. In Mass.
52. Collect taxes
53 ~ Length x width
54. Pressure unit
55 . Oklahoma city
56. Not daughters

Feel Free to atop.by the Caaeer Planning Center to acbeclu1e
JUUr penoaaBzecl caaer meeting widl. oae ofoar pm&lllioDa1a.
We Jookforwarcl to BVingJOUI
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Selleat
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I

The conferences are on the move
again. First, the ACC went and stole
Virginia Tech, Miami, and Boston College
from the Big East. Then Louisville and
Cincinnati left Conference USA and joined
the Big East along with Marquette; while
the WAC, still smarting from the exodus
of the teams in the current Mountain West
Conference, stole Utah State and New
Mexico State from the Sun Belt Conference.
Why the musical chairs? Money and
prestige.
The ACC, known primarily as a
basketball conference (excluding Florida
State, of course) gets two football powerhouses, Virginia Tech and Miami, as
well as a conference championship game,
which can generate an additional $12-15
million in revenue. The acquisitions also
do more than increase the size and revenue
of the conference, they legitimize the ACC
as a major conference in both revenuegenerating sports: football and basketball.
So what kind of message does this
send to two remaining under-12-team
major conferences? It's time to wake up.

lt'sSti((

. Fool Iall Season
Pbl
Wille
Who do these guys think they are?
With fall coming to a close, Valpo's
"flagship" sports of Men's and Women's
Basketball and Women's Volleyball should
be all the excitement on campus-but
don't tell the Valparaiso football team that.
With the win over Drake, the Crusaders

The Big Ten and the PAC 10 are the only
two major conferences (I don't consider
the Big East a major conference anymore,
or at least a major football conference)
left without twelve teams or a championship game. The Big I2, SEC, and
now the ACC all have (or at least soon
will) the benefit of ·splitting the conference in two and finishing the season
with a highly rated championship game.
The Big Ten, with eleven teams, needs
to do something--and quick. And who's
the logical choice? Well, if you said Notre
Dame, then you guessed right, and wrong.
The Big Ten and Notre Dame stubbornly refuse to talk publicly about membership despite the fact that it makes a lot
of sense for both parties. Yet the reality is
Notre Dame will not survive as an independent much longer, and the Big Ten cannot
afford to lose additional revenue to the Big
12, the SEC and the newly expandedACC
while waiting around for Notre Dame. It's
time for the Big Ten to look elsewhere.
The names being tossed around are
Pittsburgh and Syracuse. Pittsburgh has
above-average football and basketball
programs and would create a natural
rival for Penn State; whereas Syracuse
would give the Big Ten another basketball powerhouse to compliment Michigan
State, Indiana, and Illinois. Pittsburgh
and Syracuse also meet the academic
standards of other Big Ten universities.
The PAC I 0, however, is in far
worse shape - the limited number of quality universities in California, Oregon,
Washington, and Arizona means the PAC

10 would have to look elsewhere in order Ten, otherwise they will be the only indeto add two more members. They're going pendent left in college football five years
to have to take from another conference, from now, or stuck in the Big East, which
such as the Mountain West or the Big 12. In will be the least prestigious and worst
the Mountain West, there's Brigham Young "major" football conference in the country.
The PAC 10 also needs to put some
and Utah--the addition of these two schools
offers
on the table sooner rather than later.
would be huge for the PAC I 0. Basically ·
As
I
said,
the logical choices for expansion
they will have inherited a decent football
are
BYU,
Utah, and Colorado State--but
school in BYU and a decent basketball
just
because
they're available now, doesn't
school in Utah; and these two schools
mean
they'll
be available later. And, should
already have a long-established rivalry.
the
PAC
10
acquire
two ofthe three schools,
Another possibility for the PAC-10
then
the
Mountain
West will be destroyed
would be to steal Colorado from the Big
and
need
to
pick
up
another two schools
12 and Colorado State from the Mountain
West. This, however, is unlikely--the Big 12 from another conference. Which basically
is the most prestigious conference in college means the cycle will start all over again,
football right now, and Colorado would be just at the mid-major conference level.
The next two years should be intertaking a step down, instead of a step up.
Colorado State, on the other hand, esting for the major conferences in colmay be taking a step up, sooner rather than lege sports. The Big Ten should by then
later. There are a lot of rumors in the col- have added a 12th team (which makes
lege sports world suggesting Baylor, who you wonder what they'll call the conferhas never been able to compete in the Big ence since the Big 12 is already taken),
12, may leave the conference. Should Baylor the PAC 10 should be renamed the PAC
leave the Big 12, Colorado State would be 12, and the ACC will have their logos
the perfect choice to replace them. Rivalries on the Miami and Virginia Tech uniare important in college sports, and the Big forms, with Boston College arriving in
12 adding Colorado State gives Colorado 2005. The mid-majors should also look a
an in-state, in-conference rival, and bal- little different, and this is the area where
ances the conference geographically. we are likely to see the most changes.
For the fans, it just means more
The Big Ten and the PAC 10 need
to act fast--these opportunities won't be college football. Whether you enjoy the
around for long. The Big Ten needs to send weeknight games or not, get used to 'em
Notre Dame a clear message that they won't because someone's going to have to pay
wait around forever and start negotiations for all this. If last week was any indication
with Pitt or Syracuse immediately. And of where this is going, expect ESPN3 soon
Notre Dame needs to realize that the only and college football almost every night of
way to save themselves is to join the Big the week after the World Series.

improved to 6-3 overall and have clinched
a share of the Pioneer Football League
North Division Title--earning them the
right to host the PFL Championship Game.
The win nearly completes an up and down
season, leaving only conference foe,
Morehead State, standing in the way of a
PFL Championship. Here's a run-down of
what you have probably missed.
The Crusaders started the season off
with some considerable hype. A returning
quarterback in David Macchi, (who broke
nearly every passing record in school history last year) and a slightly more mature
offense were expected to anchor a team on
the verge of greatness. With great confidence, the Crusaders marched to their season opener against Murray State-only to
limp back, victims of a 34-0 spanking.
However, the team took the bad taste
from that loss and turned it into a positive,

winning its next three games. The offense
finally played up to its preseason press, as
the Crusaders averaged nearly 21 points
more than their opponents over the stretch.
Also, some great individual performances
by Macchi and wide receiver Rob Giancola
(each taking a tum as PFL player of the
week) bolstered the wins.
But the streak was short lived as the
Crusaders dropped their next two games.
The outstanding quarterback and receiver
duo of Macchi and Giancola hooked up for
seven touchdowns in two games, (again
breaking numerous school records) but
couldn't make up for poor play on defense.
In two games, the Crusaders gave up 66
points to Jacksonville and Morehead State,
and · were defeated at their homecoming
game. With a 3-3 record and undefeated
PFL defending champion Dayton next on
the schedule, Valpo knew that only a huge

upset could save their season.
A shoot-out in Dayton ensued. The
teams each collected over 500 total yards
and scored a combined 61 points. And
when the dust finally cleared, the impossible became possible-Valpo was only
the second team in the Conference's 11year history to defeat Dayton at home.
The momentum propelled the Crusaders to
another three-game winning streak and a
share of the PFL regular season title.
With a conference title, winning
record, high-powered offense, and two
remaining games, Valparaiso Football
has issued the statement that they will
not be ignored. Sports with sissy contact
fouls and round rubber balls are going to
have to wait, it's still football season in
Valparaiso.
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Sports
with one loss who have a chance at New
Orleans and the Sooners: USC, Virginia
Tech, Miami, Florida State, LSU, and
Ohio State.
Of these six·teams with only one loss,
the one with best chance at making it to the
Sugar Bowl is Southern California. USC
travels to Arizona and then gets UCLA
and Oregon State both at home. It would
be an absolute s~ocker for USC to lose any
of these three games. Since the Trojans are
sitting at #2 in the BCS standings right
It wasn't supposed to work out this now, the other one-loss teams need the
way. Miami was supposed to beat Virginia Trojans to drop one.
If the Trojans lose a game, the next
Tech and coast to New Orleans for a date
with Oklahoma. As much as it was touted, most likely contender for the Sugar Bowl
the actual formula for determining the top is probably Miami. Miami's schedule isn't
two teams in the country was supposed to as easy as USC and some of the others,
be meaningless. In the Utopian world of but with strength-of-schedule playing such
the BCS heads, there were supposed to be an important role in the standings, this is
two undefeated teams at the end of each probably a good thing. Miami still has
year. It was supposed to be that simple. No Tennessee, Syracuse, and Rutgers at home
more Michigan-Nebraska or Washington- and end the season at Pittsburgh. Having
Miami split titles. Undefeated #1 · was already beaten Florida State and Florida,
supposed to play undefeated #2 and no Miami's record will look pretty nice
one would be able to question the system. after wins over Tennessee and Pittsburgh.
But Miami turned the ball over more times Miami should win out and they will play
than the stat keepers could keep track of in the Sugar Bowl over that pesky Virginia
and Virginia Tech ruined the dream. So, Tech team that beat them even if they both
for the fourth time in six years, computers end up with on(y one loss. Virginia Tech's
will have to run decimal point evaluations propensity to throttle D-IAA schools out of
based on about sixty different factors to conference will cost them.
see who gets to play in the Sugar Bowl
Speaking of Virginia Tech, the
and lose to Oklahoma. All objections to Hokies remaining schedule still has
the system for determining the #2 team some possible traps. Coming off their big
in the country aside, there are six teams win last Saturday, they have to travel to

Who Gets to
Lose to
Oklahoma?

Phil
Wille
Well, yet another Valparaiso
University Men's Basketball team was
introduced two weeks ago at the annual
"Midnight Mayhem." And yet again the
cttlebration was met with a luke-warm
crowd reaction~ . It is hard to blame them
though, let's do the math.
First, the NCAA basketball season
opened this year one week before Valpo
actually had its "Mayhem". So while the
North Carolinas, Dukes, and ·cincinnatis
were kicking off their season on midnight

Pittsburgh to face the best wide receiver
in the nation this weekend. Assuming they
win that game, they still have their annual
showdown against UVA which has a solid
team this year. The problem with Virginia
Tech's chances is schedule strength. Even
if they win out, it will be tough to make
the case that a team that played James
Madison should get to play for the national
title over any of the other contenders.
After a couple of off years, Bobby
Bowden has Florida State right back in the
national title hunt. Sitting at #3 in the BCS
with games at Clemson, then home against
N.C. State and Florida, the Seminoles are
not going to lose anything in strength of
schedule. But these are three tough games.
Clemson is playing for their coach's
(Bowden's son Tommy's) job and N.C.
State has been a thorn in the 'Noles side
the past few years. But, it is possible that
we can see a one-loss FSU team getting
into the National Title Game over a oneloss Miami team that beat them. And they
will likely play an undefeated Oklahoma
te.am in that game. It'll be like deja vu.
The defending National Champion is
still alive as well. The Buckeyes haven't
looked impressive in any game this year.
Then again, they didn't look impressive in
any game last year either. They just know
how to win. The problem is that they have
a loss this year and they didn't last year.
Winning ugly isn't as good as winning
pretty and this could cost OSU. What
else could cost them is their remaining

of the first day of the season, the Crusaders
were soundly sleeping. The athletic
department deemed it necessary to wait a
week because the undergraduate fall break
coincided directly with the opening week
of practice. Not only was the steam of the
"Mayhem" nearly entirely extinguished
a week later, but the "Midnight" was
removed as well-the event was rescheduled to 1o o'clock.
Second, _the event featured . some
technical difficulties. Much of the sound
was gurgled through the microphone, not
to mention the "laser show" left people
wondering what all the player's names -~
sz
really were as mysterious lines were 2
drawn connecting many of the letters at
strange spots. But these technical prob- ~
.r:.
lems couldn't possibly have spoiled an ~
event that still sported the coveted dunk . VU Phenom Oumar Sylle Oies over the
contest and inner-squad scrimmage... head ofVU player Lauren Bethtold.
could it?
Sylle made the dunk.
The dunk contest turned out to be seemed to continue on into the finals too,
a little less than a slam dunk. The first where a winner was declared despite the
round featured six players, of which fact that neither of the two fmalists made
~nly four made a single dunk. The curse
a dunk in the last round. The o~ly bright

i

schedule. Michigan State and Purdue both
visit over the next two weeks, and then
they have to travel to Ann Arbor. All three
of these games will be very difficult. All
three teams are better than Wisconsin who
already beat the Buckeyes. It is unlikely
that OSU can win all three of these games.
But if they do, maybe the BCS should
throw all of the computers in the trash and
give the champs the chance to defend.
Finally, LSU has quietly put themselves right in the tick of things. The
Tigers' remaining schedule is not too
difficult (by SEC standards anyway) with
road games at Alabama and Mississippi
and a home game against an unpredictable
Arkansas squad. If they make it through
this, the Tigers will still have the SEC Title
Game where they will have to face either
Florida (who beat the Tigers already),
Georgia (who the Tigers already beat), or
Tennessee (Who they haven't played yet).
God only which one it will be. But whoever it is, it will be a tough game. But if
LSU makes it the rest of the. way without
losing, which is a real possibility, they will
be a key player in the computer formula.
Essentially, everyone needs USC
to lose one of their last three games or
the computers are going to spit out an
Oklahoma-USC match-up.But if USC
loses (as all BCS-haters such as myself
will hope for), then it is a crap-shoot as
to who will get to play in the Sugar Bowl.
And if this seems complicated, imagine if
Oklahoma loses.
spot in the contest was Oumar Sylla, who
threw down a jam after leaping over a
women's basketball player.
The fmal portion of the "Mayhem"
was inner-squad scri~mage. This is usually a time where the crowd can fmd out
what to expect from its players this season, and maybe catch a few great plays.
That would have been the case had more
than three players run down the court on
offense. In$tead, players waited at half
court for missed shots and readied themselves for long passes-"cherry picking"
to those who know basketball terminology. They could have named this portion
of the "Mayhem" the real dunk contest
because players actually made some dunks
here. Plus·the turnovers left even the worst
weekend warrior ball players wondering
what that guy was thinking when he threw
the ball there.
But it's okay, the Crusaders will have
another shot to win over the hearts and
face paints of fans on Nov. 13 in their first
exhibition, so don't count them out yet.
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ABA/LSD Members,. $295
Non ABA/LSD Members , $365
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$325 .- ABA/LSD Members
$395 , Non ABA/LSD Members

*Includes P}\1BR Multistate \Vorkbooks &.
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ABA/LSD Members , $625
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$695 , ABA/LSD Members
$795 , Non ABA/LSD Members
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ABA/LSD Members ,. $790 $890 , ABA/LSD Members
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